Risk of further damage
The first stage of this development has seen considerable disruption to the residents of Lakefield Estate. Noise, dust, vibration and
flooding have effected residents both adjoining the northern boundary and near the boundary . There have been numerous
complaints made to the developers and contractors. Individual Insurance claims have been made which will be subject of a joint
claim against the developers.
It appears a major cause of the damage is vibration caused by the compaction process. There is a real fear this problem will reoccur ,
potentially to a greater extent, when the existing irrigation pond is drained and then filled and compacted. The pond area is
significant in terms of size and is estimated to require 8,000 m3 of cut.
We submit the developers are required to carry out this work in a manner that will not effect properties in Lakefield Estate and
recommend compaction by means other than by vibration .
Northern Boundary Interface.
  
Plan Change 12 of the Central District Plan allows for a reserve at the eastern end of the northern boundary and a ten meter buffer
for the central and western portions. The current plan retains this feature. It is our desire to retain the buffer creating a park like
view for all along the boundary.
Baxter Design in their Context and Connectivity plan have taken this a step further with their plans indicating access through
Lakefield Estate to Shortcut Road/McNulty Harbour. Potential buyers are being advised they can use this access. This is evidenced
by the number of individuals wandering around our greenway.
We submit the developers cease marketing our greenway as access to Shortcut Road and remind them to respect private property.

I would welcome the opportunity to address the Expert Panel in Cromwell
Tim Haughey
Chairman
Lakefield Estate
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